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Dear friends, 

This is not a normal edition of our church magazine – indeed 

there isn’t much normal around at the moment.  As this is 

being written we are still in lockdown. It is not at all clear 

when that situation will change and what it will look like 

when we do emerge.  We felt it important to put together a 

magazine of some form to keep as many people as possible up to date.  

The changes in the last couple of months have forced all sorts of reflections on 

the nature of church and what we do.  Who knew that there would suddenly be 

such a growth industry in blogs about preaching on video?  There are numerous 

weighty theological articles about whether online communion is a contradiction 

in terms.  What is God saying to us in the midst of all this?   

These are just some of the reflections – I’m sure there are numerous other 

issues that have been or will be raised because of these “unprecedented times” 

(just one of the euphemisms for the situation we find ourselves in just now). 

My first comment is on the last issue – “what is God saying to us in the midst of 

all this?”  If we believe in a God who is in charge it would be arrogant to dismiss 

this question out of hand.  To do so is to say that God is not involved in our day 

to day living and this makes Him into a distant God who doesn’t really care 

about the world He has made.  On the other hand, if we pronounce definitively 

with phrases to the effect that “God is calling us to…” we are equally arrogant.  

We are setting ourselves up as people who can see into the mind of God.  Is it 

too cynical of me to note that, often people who opine authoritatively on what 

God is saying, find that, remarkably, He agrees with what they already thought?  

So how do we address this crucial question?  The answer is the same as it’s 

always been.  We must prayerfully wrestle with His Word to understand more 

of who God is and how He acts in the world that He has made.  We do so 

humbly, recognising that it is God’s word which is authoritative – not our 

subjective opinions on it.  We also do so, acknowledging that before we dare to 

pronounce on what God is saying to our world or to our neighbours, we must 

listen to what He may be saying to us.  Above all we must examine ourselves 

to make sure that we are living obediently to God, whatever the circumstances 

in which we find ourselves. 
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It’s helpful too to reflect on how we worship.  Lots of people have commented 

that the church won’t be the same when we are able to worship together once 

more.  In some senses that would be a good thing.  There would be something 

amiss if we simply returned to “business as usual” without reflecting on what we 

have learned from the experience of being apart.  On the other hand, that 

experience should also have reminded us of the things we value of church.  We 

have been able to worship in our own homes, online, on tv, through our private 

devotions etc – but it’s not the same.  There is something unique about 

gathering together that cannot be replicated when we worship alone.   

One of the benefits of online worship has been that we are connecting with 

people outside church who would not normally come to our services.  It’s easy 

for people to engage with a service online without being self-conscious, perhaps 

wondering who they will speak to, or just being embarrassed about the 

unfamiliarity of being in church.  There must be long-term lessons for us to 

consider there. 

It seems to me that, in the midst of very real heartbreak and hardship for many 

people, this crisis is ensuring that our society is rediscovering the benefits of 

community.  It has been heartening to hear stories of people volunteering, of 

neighbours looking out for one another, to stop and chat with people when we’re 

out on our exercise etc.  There’s a certain irony that it takes a period of isolation 

to remind us why community matters.  While being aware of the dangers of 

arrogance, perhaps the church can justifiably claim that we’ve always valued 

community and so have been better equipped to face current challenges. 

I’m sure that in years to come there will be all sorts of reflections on our current 

circumstances.  Who knows what long-term changes will result in our world, our 

nation and our church?  None of us can make predictions with any confidence, 

which is why it is crucial to remember that in a changing world we worship a 

God who is unchanging in His love, His power, His mercy, His justice and so 

many other qualities.  We need to remember the words of the Psalmist  

“God is our refuge and strength, an ever present help in trouble.  Therefore we 

will not fear, though the earth give way and the mountains fall into the heart of 

the sea.” 

Your friend and minister, 

William Wilson 
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Burnside Blairbeth in Lockdown 
 

Sometimes in our congregational life we’re aware of the things that we’re 

involved in, but we don’t know what else is happening.  This is an attempt to 

give an overview of congregational life while we’re not able to meet together.  

There may be things that I miss out – I apologise in advance if this is the case.  

It’s not deliberate and is certainly not a judgement that some things are more 

important than others. 

Services 

These are the most high-profile events.  The different parts are recorded by 

participants in their own homes before being sent to be put together.  Once 

these parts are edited and joined, they are copied on cd’s and DVD’s which are 

distributed on Saturdays to those who are not online who have requested them.  

The services go on Facebook and YouTube at 10:30 on a Sunday morning.  

The idea of this is that, although we are apart, we can be watching the same 

service together.  They can still be watched afterwards on either Facebook or 

YouTube. 

Pastoral Care 

It has been really encouraging that people have been phoning one another and 

generally caring for each other.  Elders have been looking out for those on their 

pastoral networks, members of the Guild co-ordinating team have been 

contacting Guild members, etc.  We have tried to be particularly aware of those 

who might be more vulnerable because they are alone, or because they are 

older or for various other reasons.  There have been acts of kindness and care 

throughout the congregation.   

Prayer 

It’s been a blessing that people have been able to meet together by Zoom or 

over the phone to pray.  Prayer triplets and other sizes of group have sprung 

up, and people who might previously have been reticent about praying out loud 

in front of others have reported that they have found themselves able to do so 

in this format.   

Community Service 

Covid Camglen is the local body who have been co-ordinating community 

volunteers doing food deliveries, pharmacy deliveries etc.  Church members 

have been involved in food collection and distribution with Camglen.  When 
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people have got in touch with the church to see how they can serve others we 

have pointed them to Camglen. 

Bible Reading Projects 

We have had two projects.  Lockdown Luke took us through the book of Luke 

with daily readings accompanied by videos which were made as the “Gospel 

Sketchbook” project in St George’s Tron church.  We have followed this up with 

Acts in Lockdown where once again we read a chapter daily and have 

occasional videos from the Bible Project.  Some people have also been 

participating in Bible 2020 from the Scottish Bible Society.  Lockdown Library 

has encouraged people to use this time to read a Christian book 

Discipleship Explored & small groups 

An online Discipleship Explored group has been meeting on a Tuesday evening.  

There have also been pop-up small groups while some of the small groups who 

meet routinely have continued to do so on Zoom.  There have also been 

occasional meetings for “virtual coffees” after church etc. 

Youthwork and Messy Church 

Our work in both these areas has continued online and there are further details 

elsewhere in the magazine so rather than repeat them I would encourage you 

to read that. 

This gives a flavour of how we have continued as the body of Christ in Burnside 

Blairbeth.  We have no idea when we will be able to meet together physically 

so I would encourage you to participate where you can, to pray for one another 

and if you have a great idea why not see if we can give it a go. 

William Wilson  
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Kirk Session Update 

As with every other meeting during the current pandemic the Kirk Session had 
a virtual meeting on 22 April 2020 using the Zoom videoconferencing facility.  
Notwithstanding the circumstances the meeting went smoothly! 
 
Not surprisingly, the business was focused on ‘church life during lockdown’ and 
a number of matters were reported on or decisions made regarding various 
events which would be affected by the lockdown, including the following: 
 

➢ the first instalment of the “Go For It” Fund Continuation Grant had been 
approved but payment had been delayed 

➢ the Stated Annual Meeting had not taken place and a decision about it 
would be taken once we are able to meet again 

➢ the ‘church family’ outing which had been planned for 6 June was 
cancelled 

➢ the next Communion service which was due to take place on 14 June 
was cancelled 

 
In a follow-up from the last Session meeting, Chris Mackintosh and Gary Wylie 
said that they would jointly lead the teams for Discipleship and Local 
Mission/Outreach and this was agreed. 
 
We had a general discussion about our life together during the lockdown 
including the live-stream service on a Sunday morning, the distribution of DVDs 
and CDs of the service, the continuing work with young people at Switch as well 
as the young adults group, Messy Communion, prayer in small groups, the 
Discipleship Explored course currently running, pastoral care particularly 
amongst the more vulnerable in the congregation being carried out through the 
pastoral networks and the Guild, popup Bible studies and “Lockdown Luke” 
which would be followed by reading through Acts.  The general consensus was 
that there was a lot to encourage us during the lockdown, particularly the 
indications of a spiritual hunger emerging. 
 
The Staff Committee reported that with the church buildings closed, there was 
essentially little work for Alan Hudson to do, and none for Liz Johnston, our 
cleaner, to do.  Accordingly they had been furloughed under the Job Retention 
Scheme until the end of May and subject to review. 
 
Alan Robertson reported on Finance indicating that the absence of meeting 
together on a Sunday had affected the FWO and open plate offerings, the 
former of which should be made up in due course.  We were also losing income 
from hall lets but against that there were savings in a number of areas including 
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the cost of utilities with the buildings being closed.  It was unclear at this point 
what impact the lockdown would have on our overall financial position in 2020. 
 
It being Alan’s last meeting in post as Treasurer, William thanked him for all the 
work he had done and said that his service would be recognised by the 
congregation as soon as it was possible to gather together again.  Andrew Telfer 
has now taken up the position of Treasurer. 
 
A letter had been received from Reachout Trust thanking the congregation for 
its gift to the Trust in the past year.  
 
The next Session meeting is on Wednesday 10 June 2020 and will almost 
certainly take place by Zoom video-conference once again. 
 
Alan Thomson 
Session Clerk 
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Finance Update   

Financial Position - 4 months to 30 April 2020 
 

Offerings 
 

• Total freewill offerings of £97,402 for the 4 months to 30 April were £105 (-
0.1%) lower than for the same period in 2019, and were £4,969 (-4.9%) 
lower than the plan for the 4 months.  
 

- General Fund offerings of £65,793 were £6,263 (-8.7%) lower than last 
year and £5,864 (-8.2%) below plan. 

 

- Local Mission Fund offerings of £18,303 were £723 (+4.1%) higher than 
last year, but £2,415 (-11.7%) below plan. 

 

- Missionary Partner Fund offerings of £13,306 were £5,435 (+69%) 
higher than last year and £3,310 (+33%) above plan.  

 

Other Income, Donations & Legacies 
 

• Provision has been made for £2,400 in respect of 4 months of the annual 
Go For It Fund grant of £7,200 which is due to be paid during May. 

 

• Provision was made in April for £1,581 in respect of a grant claim to the 
Government Job Retention Scheme in respect of furloughed employees 
during March and April. This grant has now been received during May. 
 

Offerings for Special Purposes 
 

• The retiring offering for the Well at the March Communion amounted to 
£1,037 including gift aid.  
 

• £125 including gift aid has been donated specifically for our missionary 
partner, Carolyn Boyd Tomasovic. 

 

• Offerings and donations including gift aid for the 4 months in respect of 
sponsorship of children at Rhema School, Kampala, Uganda, amounted to 
£487.  
 

Expenditure 
 

• Congregational expenditure for the 4 months to 30 April at £50,968 was £28 
(-0.1%) lower than for the same period in 2019 and £5,638 (-10%) lower 
than plan. 
 

- General Fund expenditure was £380 (+1.4%) higher than last year, but 
£4,641 (-14.5%) lower than plan.  
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- Local Mission Fund expenditure was £390 (-1.6%) lower than last year 
and £973 (-4%) lower than plan.  
 

• Fabric Fund expenditure amounted to £6,978 for the 4 month period (full 
year plan of £20,000), with a further £3,115 of committed expenditure due 
in the coming weeks. 

 

Allocations / Distributions 
 

• For the 4 months to 30 April £51,054 has been provided in respect of our 
contributions to the Church of Scotland (Ministry and Mission contribution: 
£48,250 / Glasgow Presbytery dues: £2,804).  

 

• £12,333 has been provided for in respect of Missionary Partner Fund 
distributions. A distribution of £10,000 was made to Carolyn during April. 

 

• For the 4 months to 30 April the year to date Local Mission Fund distribution 
to the Reachout Trust is £3,333.  

 

Main Fund Balances / Shortfall 
 

• Overall, across the 3 main funds there was a surplus of £2,420, £1,538 
above plan. 
 

• General Fund: for the 4 months to 30 April the shortfall was £634 compared 
to the planned surplus of £883, £1,517 behind plan. 
 

• Local Mission Fund: for the 4 months there was a shortfall of £1,094, £1,094 
behind plan. 
 

• Missionary Partner Fund: for the 4 months there was a surplus of £4,148, 
£4,149 above plan. 

 
Impact of COVID-19 on Church Finances  
 

Income 
 

The impact of the Coronavirus on the Church’s finances is not yet clear. 
Currently, we are experiencing a reduction in income with no Sunday offerings. 
Also, it is recognised that some individuals will need to reduce their regular 
offerings at this time due to their personal circumstances.  
 

In addition, we are currently losing income from hall lets. This income will be 
offset by a reduction in utility costs. 
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Cost Review 
 

With regard to reducing costs at this time many costs will be reduced 
automatically as a result of our reduced activity during the pandemic: 
 

1. Utility costs will automatically reduce with no activity in the buildings.  
 

2. Maintenance and service costs are currently limited to annual contracts which 
for most we can probably not do anything about at present - security/ fire alarms. 
Our waste disposal uplift has been cancelled until the buildings re-open.  
 

3. Limited fabric expenditure is currently being progressed at present (plan for 
2020 already reduced to £20,000) though £6,978 has been spent to date and 
there is a further £3,115 of committed expenditure. 
 

4. Limited printing and stationery costs at present. 
 

5. Reduced bank charges with limited banking taking place. 
 

6. Limited audio visual costs at present. 
 

7. No cleaning material costs at present.  
 

8. No significant or minimal costs relating to outreach, discipleship, nurture, 
children, youth, world church.  
 

If the quarantine is for a long duration then we may require to look at our 
insurance cover, but we will be guided on that by Church of Scotland Insurance 
Services. 
 

The Staff team reviewed whether there is scope for benefitting from the 
Government Job Retention Scheme during the lockdown period. As a result 
Alan Hudson and Liz Johnston are currently on furlough. 
 

Our major regular monthly cost by far in cash terms is the standing order of 
£8,333 per month to the Church of Scotland (Ministry & Mission contribution) 
with the actual total cost due to the Church of Scotland running at £12,763 per 
month (£12,062 Ministry & Mission / £701 Presbytery dues). 
 
Giving during current Covid-19 Crisis 
 

The lockdown may have resulted in unforeseen changes in your financial 
circumstances. If you feel, as a result of this, you need to alter your giving 
accordingly, please do not be embarrassed about doing so. Our confidence is 
in the Lord who knows all our circumstances. 
 

Others within our fellowship may have been making offerings using weekly 
freewill envelopes or directly into the offering bag on a Sunday morning. In light 
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of the current difficulties resulting from the Coronavirus lockdown you may wish 
to consider changing your method of giving.  
 
If you would like more information on giving by regular standing order or by 
direct bank transfer to the church’s bank account please do not hesitate to get 
in touch with Eleanor Crawford, our gift aid consultant, or Andrew Telfer, our 
new treasurer.   
   
 

Alan Robertson 
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Tribute to Alan Robertson, Church Treasurer 

As most of you are aware Alan Robertson is now handing over the 

responsibilities of congregational treasurer to Andrew Telfer supported by Ross 

Galloway.  Alan has been our treasurer for around twenty years.  He took over 

a post previously filled by his brother-in-law and father-in-law.  During the time 

that Alan has been treasurer there have been a variety of changes and I suspect 

that the post of treasurer has become more demanding and technical.  This 

period saw the advent of the Scottish charity regulator OSCR and more specific 

requirements in the presentation of church accounts.  In our own congregation 

we introduced the Local Mission Fund. 

In paying tribute to Alan’s work as treasurer there are so many qualities to 

celebrate.  His diligence is taken as a given by all who know him and many of 

us were aware of the long hours he put in to his responsibility as treasurer.  

When Alan presented a report or proposed a budget, we knew that he would 

have considered every eventuality.  He places a high premium on accountability 

and transparency. Throughout his time as treasurer he went the extra mile to 

ensure that everything was seen to be done properly and in order. 

Alan promotes the Biblical principle of stewardship.  He regularly challenged us 

as a congregation to be good stewards in our individual giving and in the way 

that we organised our church’s finances.  In saying thank you to Alan for all the 

work he did as treasurer it seems appropriate to use the words of the master in 

the parable of the talents in Matthew 25 where the master says to his faithful 

servant “well done good and faithful servant.”  We know that Alan has many 

gifts which will still be used in the service of the Lord that he loves, but as he 

retires from this responsibility we wish Him God’s richest blessing and want Alan 

to know of our profound gratitude for his excellent service as treasurer. 

 

William Wilson 
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 Messy Church 

Messy Church is about being Christ centred, 

celebratory, hospitable, creative and all age… and 

now we have to find out what that can look like during 

a pandemic when we need to keep our physical 

distance from each other! I am so grateful for our 

church family who are willing to give that a go!  

On Good Friday we had our first Messy Church Online using zoom (a video 

conferencing platform). 28 households (couples, folk on their own, families) 

joined in from 11.30am to midday. We had a quiz, Chris Sampson sang and 

played 2 pre-recorded songs which he spent hours preparing, these were 

excellent. We shared communion together with each household having their 

own juice and bread. This was a deeply moving moment as we all broke the 

bread on screen together, a powerful reminder of the early church in homes 

remembering Jesus. The whole thing confirmed for me that Messy Church is a 

family not an event!  

We had another go on Saturday the 2nd of May from 4pm to 4.45pm and this 

time we explored the story of Philip meeting the Ethiopian in the book of Acts, it 

was Messy, rough round the edges and fun, with brilliant chariot building 

happening beforehand by all the Messy families! 

Other churches have asked advice on how we do Messy Church online, which 

is amusing because we just gave it a go and tried our best, however one of the 

answers is that we have a great team willing to give a huge effort and take risks. 

   

Having fun building a Chariot at virtual Messy 
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Church Worker’s Report 

 

Hi Everyone, 

Obviously due to COVID-19, the churches youth and children’s work is 

operating differently. We have created online and virtual ways of keeping in 

contact and working with the young people and their families. We have seen 

God at work through these things and though it has been difficult, these means 

of connection have brought great joy and comfort. Here is a snapshot what has 

been happening. 

WhatsApp Youth Chat 

At the start of lockdown, we created a message group with the Switch Youth 

Group on WhatsApp with parental permission. This group was created as a 

means for the group to chat and keep in contact.  Jen Robertson has posted 

fun challenges on the chat for the young people – you might have seen some 

of the videos of young people taking part in the challenges on Facebook!  In 

April, I posted daily Acts of Kindness for the young people to carry out. The 

WhatsApp chat is used daily by the young people and team of volunteers – 

ironically, we are in contact more often with the young people now than we were 

before lockdown! I think this goes to show that God can use times like this for 

good and we hope to take what we have learned during this time and apply it to 

our post lockdown practice.  

Zoom Meetings 

Zoom has given us the platform to run online weekly video meetings with the 

young people and young adults in the church during lockdown.  

Switch Youth Group meets virtually every Sunday evening on Zoom where we 

have lots of fun chatting, playing games and talking about Jesus. We are 

currently watching ‘The Kleer’ video series where we are looking at our identity 

and some of life’s profound questions alongside reading Luke’s Gospel.  
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On Thursdays, the young adults of the church meet up virtually through Zoom 

as well. We rotate between meeting for prayer and meeting for discipleship each 

week. The material we are using during the discipleship meetings is ‘The Bible 

Project’ which is a fantastic video resource that takes us through the narrative 

of every Book of the Bible. The Zoom meetings have been a great source of 

encouragement where we can pray for each other and continue to grow 

together.  

Family Packs 

Every week a family pack is created and emailed out to all the Sunday Club 

families and uploaded online to Facebook. These packs contain fun, Bible 

based activities to do together as a family. We a currently exploring Acts and all 

the exciting ways God used the first Apostles. Here is a picture of Robbie after 

creating a Holy Spirit headband craft. 

 

May I ask that you continue to pray for the young people and children in the 

church and that they will continue to grow in Christ during the current 

unprecedented times. Please pray for the team and volunteers in that that they 

will be energised, encouraged, and given a sense of Gods peace. The church 

building may be in lockdown, but the Church certainly is not. Thank you to the 

congregation for your continued prayer and support. 

God Bless, 

Andy MacArthur 
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Our Missionary Partners  

Letter from Carolyn Tomasovic, Omis, Croatia   

 

Dear William and all at Burnside Blairbeth, 

It is with enormous gratitude that I thank you for your 

incredibly generous and selfless gift from the 

Missionary Partner fund. Words cannot convey the significance of this support 

and I thank you all from the bottom of my heart. 

As you are, we too are living under lock-down and adjusting to different ways of 

communication, caring for one another while organising closely lived lives in 

small spaces and somehow trying to keep all the plates up and spinning! 

Croatia’s situation seems to be better than in Scotland, in part probably due to 

the low level of transit we have here outside the summer months and the strict 

measures which were immediately imposed. However, face masks, frantic hand 

washing and queuing outside shops are part and parcel of daily life here too. 

I have really enjoyed the on-line Sunday morning services – especially the 

singing and prayers which I don’t usually get to participate in with the sermon-

only access on the website. On the upside, the change in our Sunday routine 

has been a stark reminder that the church is not four walls and a roof but a 

community of believers together, meeting on one another’s houses as in the 

early days of the church.  

Reports of increasing returns of post-traumatic stress order not to mention 

increasing levels of domestic violence have sadly not been a surprise. In many 

of the region’s countries, Covid-19 measures are causing many to question the 

fine line between security and state control with human rights abuses being 

monitored, particularly in Serbia and Montenegro.  

At the beginning of February, we brought together a small group of expert 

women to spend an intensive four days exploring what dialogue meant to them 

both personally and related to the spheres in which each is active, and its 

potential in shaping the region. Participating as members of the newly formed 

Inter-Religious Steering Group as I called it, the women of different nationalities 

and religious identities (Catholic, Muslim, Orthodox and Protestant), each 
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brought a range of experience and expertise, and a unique perspective to the 

process. Over the time spent together in Omiš, we debated and discussed the 

problems and opportunities facing dialogue, explored ways to push forward 

topics that would ‘even the playing field’ for both women and men in furthering 

dialogue both in theory and as a practical tool to empower citizens in building 

cohesive and peaceful communities in this post-war region.  

I am also working intensively with various donors and other funders to look at 

the long-term financial resilience of civil society organisations (charities) in light 

of the reshaping of national and international economic priorities. We need to 

be ready and equipped for what lies ahead! 

Once again, thank you William for your prayers and support, and for the joy of 

being in fellowship with you all. I send the whole church fellowship warmest 

greetings from Croatia.  

Love,  

Carolyn and family  
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The Guild  

“Companions on the Road”   

   

Sadly, since the last edition of Contact there have been no Guild meetings.  

However, as previously reported, the Spring Fayre did go ahead in the middle 

of March, only a week or two before the current lockdown. Special thanks must 

go to all who pulled out the stops to make this event a success.  It was a happy 

morning, and the sum of £1,121.30 was raised, which has now been added to 

the funds already raised earlier in the session and divided between the four 

chosen charities for this session as follows: 

• Lodging House Mission   £500 

• The Reachout Trust    £400  

• Carolyn Boyd Tomasovic 
Ecumenical Women’s Initiative Croatia  £400  

• Guild Project with Crossreach  
“Join up the Dots”   £300 

 
These are four very different projects working with the homeless in our city; the 
young people in our own community; the elderly and lonely across the country 
whilst supporting the work of one of our missionary partners overseas.  
 
As with so many events, our AGM had to be cancelled this year, and any 
business will now be held over until we next meet.  However, I can report that 
three of our committee members are standing down: Jean Goldie, Marjorie 
McLennan and Jeanette Robertson. We thank them for all their hard work 
and dedication during their time in office - I think they now deserve a well-earned 
rest!  In turn, we are delighted to welcome three new members on to the 
committee: Barbara Bell, Wilma Piggot and Rae Taylor and we look forward 
to planning future events together when the time is right! 
 
On a sad note, I am sorry to have to report the death of one of our Guild 
members, Fiona Mackie, and in these difficult times, we have been unable to 
pay our respects as we might otherwise have done.  Also, I have just learned of 
the death of Greta Doig, former National Vice President of the Guild and Chair 
of the World Day of Prayer Scottish Committee. Many would remember that she 
was a great supporter of Burnside Blairbeth Guild and was for a short time 
Convener. 
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Due to the current lockdown and social distancing restrictions, all the National 
Guild Celebrations have been cancelled this year: the Guild Big Sing; Heart and 
Soul in Princes Street Gardens and the Guild Annual Meeting in Dundee, which 
was so much appreciated by many of our members last year.  Locally too, we 
are currently unable to make any plans for next session or any future meetings.  
We have no idea if and when such gatherings will be permitted or practical, but 
we do look forward to the time when we can safely meet again and renew our 
fellowship together. 
 

Catherine Nelson 

Guild Spring Fayre – March 2020 

The baking stall 

 

A busy coffee morning 
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Prayer  

I received a message from the Lodging House Mission with requests for Prayers 

for their work and for their client group during this challenging time. 

 “Rich and poor have this in common:  
The LORD is the Maker of them all.”       Proverbs 22:2 
 
 

Prayer by Zoom from Kate Airlie 
 
As our Thursday night prayer meetings had to stop, I sent out an invitation out 
to join me for prayer through Zoom. Two brave souls – Margaret Russell and 
John Redshaw – accepted my invitation and we have been meeting for the past 
7 weeks. As a newcomer, I have found it an incredibly strengthening and 
comforting experience to have weekly prayer with these two elders. I asked 
them both to write a few words to encourage others who might be considering 
a Zoom prayer meeting. 
 
John Redshaw 
“I have been meeting on-line (Zoom) with Margaret Russell and Kate Airlie on 
Thursday evenings for half an hour or so over the last few weeks for a time of 
meditation, reflection and prayer. I wasn’t sure what to expect at first but I have 
come to know Kate and Margaret much better and I look forward each week to 
our prayer meetings. 
 
Three is a good number of people for a prayer meeting in that it has enabled us 
to get to know each other well and to trust and confide in one another as we 
share our points for prayer and present them to God. 
 
Within a prayer triplet everyone feels very much involved and part of our 
collective prayer to our Lord. There is time for a chat as we share and discuss 
and present our points in prayer.” 
 
Margaret Russell 
“Life to me is a learning curve. We are shaped by so many experiences and we 
have to learn with varying degrees of success or failure, what the Lord is trying 
to teach us. Praise the Lord for his divine patience. Some of us learn from books, 
some from sport, others from scripture, some from nature, and some from other 
people and perhaps even from prayer.  
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We are here to advance Gods Kingdom on Earth, so we need to use every tool 
we possess. Some of us find prayer which has been described as our link with 
God and we can always learn from each other, which is why I have found prayer 
triplets indeed yet another way of learning.  
 
It is worth a try, and if it is not your thing, you can drop it, there is no right way 
only the way that helps you to fulfil your unique destiny.” 

---------- o O o ---------- 

Message of Thanks  
 

I would like to thank everyone for the kind thoughts, prayers, fellowship, and 

practical help they have extended to me during my illness over the last 12 

months. I am now very much better and continue to make good progress. It’s 

great to be involved in church activities once again (albeit by Zoom!).I hope to 

be able to return to work fairly soon. God Bless you all. 

John Redshaw 

Discipleship Explored 

What's the best love you've ever known? 
“Discipleship Explored” helps followers of Jesus turn up the gospel soundtrack 
to their lives. 

It goes beyond simply teaching the right moves - go to church, pray, read the 
Bible, share the gospel - and focuses on the music which drives discipleship: 
the love of Christ. The greatest love anyone can ever know. 

This eight-session journey through Paul’s letter to the Philippians is ideal for 
believers at any stage of the Christian life. It features brand-new documentary-
style films and inspiring real-life stories from around the world, Bible studies and 
weekly reading plans, and a beautifully redesigned Handbook. 

You can watch the trailer on YouTube.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=upoq-qDoKZs 

If you would like to think about being involved in a Discipleship Explored Journey 

speak to Chris Mackintosh, John MacLean or Kate Airlie. 
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Obituaries 
 
Vera Stanfield died on 27th March.  Her early years were spent 

in the west end of Glasgow before the family moved to 

Burnside.  Vera met Colin at Rutherglen Academy, they were 

married in 1951 and they were married for 66 years until Colin’s 

death. 

Vera worked as a personal secretary but gave up work to care for her children 

Alan, Linda and Douglas.  Later in life Vera worked for the Chest, Heart and 

Stroke Association and established Stroke Support Schemes around the 

country.   She also became involved in Rutherglen Inner Wheel and held a 

variety of offices in the Inner Wheel.  Vera loved sport and played golf through 

most of her life.   

Vera was a Sunday school teacher for a time and was a faithful member of our 

congregation over many years.  She loved living in Peveril Avenue and it was a 

blessing to her that she was able to remain there after Colin’s death.  She was 

a proud mother, grandmother and great-grandmother and we give thanks for 

her faithful service, wisdom and friendship. 

 

Margaret McGraw died on 24th April aged 86 in Abbeyfield.  

She was born in Maryhill but when she was young the family 

moved to Burnside.  She achieved the results needed to go to 

Jordanhill Teacher Training College, but her father discouraged 

this so she worked in the fire claims department of the 

Yorkshire Insurance Company. 

Margaret met her husband Jack through his sister Moira, who remained a friend 

throughout her life, and who we remember fondly as Moira Johnston.  Margaret 

was mother to Ian and David and had great joy in her grandchildren and great-

grandchildren. 

As a young adult she was a leader in the Life Boys at the East Church.  In 

Burnside Church she was involved in the “Young Wives” and the arrangement 

and distribution of flowers. 

In later years Margaret was a devoted carer for Jack when he suffered from ill 

health late in his life.  Following his death, she moved to Stonelaw Court in 

Johnstone Drive and then to Abbeyfield.  
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 Moira Cherrie died in Abbeyfield on 24th April.  She was an 
only child who was educated at Hutcheson’s Grammar School 
and went on to study at Glasgow University.  After working for 
a time as a primary teacher Moira retrained in social work.  She 
worked in Bradford and London. 
 

Moira returned to Burnside when her mother died and cared for her elderly 

father until his death in 1992.  This was the year when she married Harry who 

was older than her and so she was also sacrificial in her care for him in the time 

leading up to his death. 

Moira had a huge variety of interests – German, Scottish history, brass rubbing 

etc and loved her caravan holidays.  She was determined and this resulted in 

the publication of her book late in her life – an achievement in which she took 

great pride. 

Moira particularly loved the Friday morning Bible study in our church.  She 

treasured the King James Version of the Bible and loved tradition when it came 

to worship.  We remember Moira as a loyal friend and someone who was 

unfailingly interesting. 

 

Fiona Mackie died on her 85th birthday on 10th April.  She spent 

all her life around Rutherglen and Burnside.  She met her late 

husband Ronald through the Munro church.  Fiona worked for 

a time in the office of the Templeton’s carpet factory.   

Fiona had two sons – Alastair and Colin.  Family was central to who she was 

and in latter years she also loved to talk about her grandchildren and great-

grandchildren.  

Throughout her life Fiona loved the islands and particularly enjoyed family 

holidays on Easdale.  Later she looked forward to her visits to Alastair on Mull.  

She loved celtic culture and enjoyed a wide variety of music.   

Fiona moved to Church Avenue shortly after Ronald’s death.  She joined 

Burnside Blairbeth church having been a member of the Munro church and then 

Stonelaw.  She was involved in the Guild, a Tuesday night Bible study group, 

regularly came to the church for coffee on a Tuesday morning and was 

someone who always had a word of encouragement for others.  We remember 

Fiona with thanksgiving. 
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Lockdown Library 

If you’re part of our church Facebook group you’ll have seen some church library 

books advertised for loan. The back story is that they were in my house to be 

catalogued and covered, a job which I’d been putting off for months. Which has 

turned out to be not completely bad, because that means they’re available, and 

I’ve certainly had plenty of time to get them sorted out! So here’s a selection – 

let me know if you’d like one posted through your letter box when I’m out for my 

daily exercise.  

‘An Open Door’ by Maud Kelly. The incredible autobiography of a missionary 

nurse from Northern Ireland, working in the Congo.  

‘Battles Christians Face’ by Vaughan Roberts tackles some of the big 

challenges that we all face in life – guilt, doubt, pride and others.  

‘Out of the Saltshaker and into the World’ by Rebecca Manley-Pippert – 

challenges us to make spreading the good news part of our everyday lives.  

‘Fresh Pathways in Prayer’ by Julian Hardyman. A book for Christians who 

struggle with prayer. So that would be all Christians.    

‘A Good Old Age’ by Derek Prime. An A-Z of thoughts about how to live with 

the right priorities in old age.  

‘Will you be my Facebook friend’ by Tim Chester, and ‘True Friendship’ by 

Vaughan Roberts both explore what it means to be a really good friend in a 

social media age – 2 very short quick reads.  

‘A Better Story’ by Glynn Harrison is subtitled ‘God, sex and human flourishing’ 

– an exploration of why Christians have a better story to tell when it comes to 

sexuality and relationships.  

‘Just do something’ by Kevin de Young explores how Christians should 

approach decision making.  

If you would like any of these books, or those advertised on Facebook, please 

let me know.  

Lesley Mackintosh 
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During this Lockdown period CDs and/or DVDs will be available in the 

days before the Sunday morning service and can be delivered to homes.  

If you, or someone you know, would like to have a copy delivered please 

contact:  Kate Airlie  

Contact magazine and Weekly Notes are available to view on our website, 

www.burnsideblairbeth.church, under What’s On/News tab.  

If you would like to view Contact this way rather than have a paper copy 

delivered please send a message the office. 

 theoffice@burnsideblairbeth.church 

The Sunday sermons are available to listen to on our website. 

August Issue of Contact 

The deadline for copy is 

Sunday 16 August 2020 

and will be available for distributors on 

Sunday 30 August 

 
Articles can be handed in to the church office or e-mailed to the editor, 

contact@burnsideblairbeth.church 
 

Data Protection Act, 1998 

It is normal practice to include the names, addresses and telephone numbers 
of our office-bearers and other individuals in our church publications. If any 

person does not wish to have their personal details included they should 
inform the Communications Team Leader, Lesley Mackintosh. 
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